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ABSTRACT

Objectives This study explores the barriers and facilitators that impact on the motivation of practitioners to participate in a quality improvement collaborative.

Design A qualitative and formative evaluation using a participatory approach, the researcher-in-residence model which embraces the concept of ‘coproducing’ knowledge between researchers and practitioners using a range of research methods such as participant observation, interviews and documentary analysis. The design, creation and application of newly generated evidence are facilitated by the researcher through negotiation and compromise with team members.

Participants Senior and middle managers, doctors and nurses.

Setting Two hospitals in Southeast England participating in a Patient Safety Improvement Collaborative and the facilitator (host) of the collaborative, based in Central London.

Results The evaluation has revealed facilitators and barriers to motivation categorised under two main themes: (1) inherent motivation and (2) factors that influence motivation, interorganisational and intraorganisational features as well as external factors. Facilitators included collaborative ‘champions,’ individuals who drove the quality improvement agenda at a local level, raising awareness and inspiring colleagues. The collaborative itself acted as a facilitator, promoting shared learning as well as building motivation for participation. A key barrier was the lack of board engagement in the participating National Health Service organisations which may have affected motivation among front-line staff.

Conclusions Collaboratives maybe an important way of engaging practitioners in quality improvement initiatives. This study highlights that despite a challenging healthcare environment in the UK, there remains motivation among individuals to participate in quality improvement programmes as they recognise that improvement approaches may facilitate positive change in local clinical processes and systems. Collaboratives can harness this individual motivation to facilitate spread and adoption of improvement methodology and build engagement across their membership.

Strengths and limitations of this study

► The use of the in-residence model and a formative and qualitative approach to evaluation is novel in the context of a quality improvement collaborative. This approach develops our understanding of the factors affecting motivation of clinicians and managers to engage with quality improvement initiatives.

► A limitation of the study is that the researcher was only embedded in two hospital trusts, raising questions of generalisability; nevertheless, we believe that the concepts generated are likely to be transferrable to the rest of the improvement collaborative and other similar initiatives.

► Maintaining objectivity in participatory research can be challenging as the researcher’s fellow team members are also participants in the evaluation. This was minimised by the researcher regularly discussing findings with independent academic colleagues to obtain different perspectives while also recognising the importance of including individuals familiar with the programme, providing a context for findings and enabling learning through the evaluation process.

BACKGROUND

Quality improvement collaboratives in healthcare bring together groups of health professionals, managers and support staff either within an organisation or from several organisations, to work on a common purpose, with the goal of improving health services.1 Improvement collaboratives have become increasingly popular in the UK, with the National Health Service (NHS) promoting them as a mechanism for change across the healthcare system involving several types of organisations including general practitioner surgeries, hospitals and care homes.2-4 Improvement collaboratives frequently follow a Breakthrough Series approach5 supporting
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organisations to close the gap between good care and usual practice in a short time period (6–18 months). During this time, teams meet to share learning on a topic (learning sessions), to understand how to make improvements, to implement and test these improvements, and to share their progress and results with the rest of the collaborative. Collaboratives provide an infrastructure for an interorganisational support network from which members can address common barriers and learn from others’ successes and challenges. The success of improvement collaboratives is determined by the influence of their interorganisational (shared learning) and intraorganisational features (culture, resources, leadership, etc).

The evidence for the effectiveness of improvement collaboratives as interventions for improving health outcomes is growing but is not yet compelling. Indeed, collaboratives may have a greater impact on changes to professional behaviour and care processes than on care quality or health service outcomes. This is in part due to the heterogeneity of contexts within which collaboratives operate. Additionally, research studies have focused on demonstrating ‘what’ impact an improvement collaborative has had, overlooking ‘why’, ‘how’ and ‘what works for whom in what context’, with relatively few qualitative evaluations that can provide a rationale for their impact on outcomes.

Studies have explored factors influencing clinician engagement in quality improvement but have not considered the role of motivation to participate, especially within a challenging healthcare environment with workforce problems such as low morale, increasing numbers of vacant clinical posts and issues with staff retention. Quality improvement initiatives often rely on the inherent motivation of practitioners to provide high-quality care for their patients. Carter et al proposed that concepts such as ‘collaborative advantage’ emerging within a collaborative may affect motivation, instilling change through promoting competition among teams who may strive to attain the same level of advancement of others. Mixed empirical evidence for the effectiveness of improvement collaboratives coupled with minimal understanding of the motivation of practitioners to participate presents an important challenge to proponents of quality improvement approaches in healthcare.

**Participatory evaluation of a quality improvement collaborative**

**Patient Safety Collaboratives**

In 2014, NHS England commissioned 15 Patient Safety Collaboratives hosted by Academic Health Science Networks to deliver safety improvement in response to Professor Don Berwick’s report A Promise to Learn—a commitment to act. This evaluation centres on an Academic Health Science Network with a partnership of NHS organisations (hospital trusts) in Southeast England, which identified sepsis and acute kidney injury (AKI) as key priority areas for patient safety because they were responsible for the greatest number of avoidable deaths in hospitalised patients. Using a Breakthrough Series approach, the Patient Safety Collaborative team aimed to improve patient outcomes through improving clinical process measures to enable rapid detection and treatment, using up-to-date and evidenced-based guidelines as well as building improvement capacity and capability in the participating hospital trust. As the host organisation, the Patient Safety Collaborative Team was responsible for the day-to-day operation of the collaborative.

**Participatory approach: the researcher-in-residence model**

Participatory approaches have the potential to close the gap between research and practice in improvement collaboratives by adopting a research-based approach to addressing the challenge of motivation of the participating teams and the individuals within them. Participatory approaches involve partnership with stakeholders to solve practical problems and a sustained commitment by researchers to continually collaborate. The in-residence model is an emerging model of participatory research which embraces the concept of ‘cocreating’ knowledge between researchers and practitioners, using a range of approaches. In this study, the researcher (ML) was embedded in the collaborative, acting as an interface between the emerging evidence from the evaluation and its application to collaborative processes, cocreating knowledge through participation, with research expertise communicated to and negotiated with the collaborative participants. The participatory approach was enhanced by the formation of an evaluation steering committee comprising the Patient Safety Collaborative team members, academic colleagues and clinical leads from hospital trusts in the collaborative. This committee co-designed and cointerpreted findings from the study, generating evidence that could potentially optimise motivation within the collaborative. This study explores the barriers and facilitators to motivation that may affect participation in an improvement collaborative using an illustrative case study and describes a practical approach to participatory evaluation.

**METHODS**

**Subjects and setting**

The collaborative ran from September 2015 to June 2017 with the evaluation undertaken between January 2016 and April 2017. Three teams participated in the evaluation: two were represented by patient safety teams from hospital trusts from the total collaborative membership of 23 teams and the third was the Patient Safety Collaborative programme team. The two teams representing the hospital trusts were purposively selected through discussions with the evaluation steering committee, based on their perceived contrasting maturity in terms of quality improvement capability and capacity. One team was well-resourced with a specific department dedicated to quality improvement in its hospital, while the second
was viewed as similar to all other teams in the collaborative (limited resources for patient safety and minimal improvement expertise).

Overall, 15 individual semistructured interviews were conducted. An initial 13 interviews were held with team members of the two hospital trusts and the Patient Safety Collaborative team who were purposively selected based on their role in patient safety within their organisation. Using snowball sampling, a further two participants from the other collaborative teams were identified and interviewed. Interview participants included six senior and middle managers, three doctors (two consultants and one registrar), five senior nurses (NHS band 7 and above) and one junior nurse (NHS band 5). There was no consistent patient representation in the teams and hence this group was not included in this study. As a result of the in-residence approach, all participants were known to the researcher and were aware of the purpose and aims of the study. Interview participants were approached in person or by email and there were no refusals to participate. Written informed consent was obtained from each participant prior to interview.

**Study design**

The evaluation was undertaken in a series of iterative stages of participation: data collection, analysis, interpretation and dissemination of emerging findings, with the application of evidence to influence the development of the programme. Qualitative methods were used to generate and analyse the data.

**Data collection**

Participant observation was undertaken by ML and involved attendance at trust and Patient Safety Collaborative meetings as well as collaborative learning sessions, totalling approximately 100 hours. As the evaluation progressed the researcher became an active participant in meetings, providing input and facilitating discussion. Field notes at meetings were recorded. Pertinent points arising from these observations were communicated to the teams to facilitate discussion at future meetings and to enable them to determine how to use the findings in relation to the progress of the collaborative.

Interviews were conducted by ML, a researcher with experience of conducting health service evaluations using qualitative methods. Interviews were held at the participant’s workplace in a private meeting room and lasted between 45 min and 60 min. Interviews were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim. No repeat interviews were carried out. The interview guide was based on the existing improvement collaborative literature and was informed in its development by participant observation data and documentary review as well as input from members of the evaluation committee. The guide was adapted iteratively using an inductive approach allowing the exploration of new emergent themes. Interviews ceased once thematic saturation was reached. A review of documents pertaining to the collaborative at trust level and those produced by the Patient Safety Collaborative team such as meeting notes was also undertaken. Documents were carefully scrutinised and emerging relevant themes were mapped to the thematic framework discussed in the data analysis section below.

**Data analysis**

Data were managed using NVivo V.11.0. ML conducted qualitative analysis using a thematic framework approach to code the data and identify patterns and themes. The framework was developed iteratively to capture emerging themes from the data and was also informed by field notes from participant observation. Components of the analysis plan such as the thematic framework were discussed with evaluation committee members, which facilitated their understanding of how their perceptions of the collaborative influenced their engagement with it. Cointerpretation of emerging themes with the evaluation committee was also conducted and alternative interpretations developing from these discussions were included in the analysis.

**RESULTS**

Two main categories of themes centred on the core concept of motivation emerged: (1) inherent motivation, relating to personal drivers and (2) factors that influence motivation, interorganisational and intraorganisational features common to improvement collaboratives as well as external factors.

**Inherent motivation (personal drivers)**

Inherent motivation at the level of the individual was integral to participation in the collaborative. Clinicians mentioned using the collaborative as an opportunity for career advancement and professional development. From collaborative learning sessions, it was observed that several of the patient safety teams focused on recruiting junior doctors, who were required to document evidence of quality improvement activities in their career portfolios. Additionally, some of the interviewees mentioned that witnessing the positive effect of improvement interventions provided a sense of personal achievement which acted as an enabler in motivating individuals.

Motivation was also shaped by individual attitudes and perceptions such as the extent of understanding of the purpose and value of quality improvement. Some clinicians suggested that quality improvement was not a priority and was regarded as secondary to the need to deliver routine care. Additionally, interviewees mentioned a degree of confusion among some of their staff about their understanding of the definition of quality improvement. Some described quality improvement as burdensome and unnecessary as it did not appear to directly benefit patients. Interviewees also mentioned using improvement methodology to focus on marginal gains, ensuring that new processes were beneficial to patient care with
a preference for demonstrating small scale changes at a ward level.

It’s about allowing people to try things out in a small environment… your tests of change through quality improvement are based on small scale steps of evidence, and if you can change something for just one person that must be a good thing. (Manager, partner trust)

As the collaborative progressed, a few ‘champions’ identified by the Patient Safety Collaborative team emerged. From learning sessions these champions were observed to be similar to change agents, driving the patient safety agenda in their teams and departments. Their motivation to shape the local level patient safety strategy and the sharing of this narrative with the collaborative led to the spread and adoption of a champion’s model in other teams. Some champions emerged in trusts where there were significant internal and external pressures.

And then organisations that aren’t necessarily in the good organisation space, they’ve really risen to the challenge and become involved, partly thanks to these individuals. (Patient Safety Collaborative team member)

Factors affecting motivation
Intraorganisational features
The most frequently mentioned or observed intraorganisational features that were potential barriers and facilitators to motivation were conflicting priorities, engagement and clinical ownership, and support and culture.

Conflicting priorities
At the time of this programme, patient safety teams in trusts from across the collaborative were allocating a significant proportion of their time to undertaking Commissioning for Quality and Innovation (CQUIN) data collection to meet financially incentivised targets. Interviewees felt that CQUIN detracted them from improving safety in the organisation, which ironically was the premise of the project.

… because our team spend so much time collecting data; reviewing patient records; trying to find information, they aren’t using information to make a difference; through teaching; training; coaching… because, ultimately, CQUIN schemes earn this organisation about one and a half million a year. (Manager, partner trust)

Engagement and clinical ownership
Engagement and clinical ownership were key barriers to motivation at trust level. Interviewees mentioned insufficient support from some front-line clinicians, which was seen as limiting the embedding of quality improvement processes and affecting the motivation of team members. The lack of support was compounded by mainly senior staff undertaking improvement work with junior nurses in particular, neither aware or involved. These issues were thought to reflect a broader challenge of embedding an improvement culture within organisations.

… more could be done to raise awareness among the junior nurses about quality improvement. It seems to be something the consultants and senior nurses do. I think we should all be doing it or at least be aware of it or how will the whole organisation improve? (Nurse, partner trust)

In addition, one interviewee claimed that their organisation, despite previously having a good reputation for safety improvement, was now prioritising efficiency to ensure compliance with targets such as reducing accident and emergency waiting times. This efficiency drive was led by the Chief Executive Officer whose focus was on the operational aspects of the everyday running of the hospital.

The organisation is so operational. People should be thinking a bit more strategically and there should be discussions and planning as a joint effort. But actually the people at those levels, including the Chief Executive, spend a lot of time running the operations of the hospital. (Senior Manager, partner trust)

Support and culture
It was suggested that with fewer resources of time, financial support and staff with training in quality improvement, individuals responsible for implementing improvement projects were less motivated and that this may have affected their willingness to participate in the collaborative. Moreover, medical directors in some trusts did not involve clinicians in discussions about joining the collaborative and initially, some of these teams struggled to engage. Even so, as some interviewees mentioned, motivation could not be created, it had to exist within organisational culture. One of the collaborative organisations had a self-professed culture of improvement formed through a top-down approach resulting in a directorate of quality and a well-resourced patient safety team. Yet, even in this organisation, some expressed concerns about the extent of resource prioritisation for patient safety.

Interviewer: Why can’t the funding gap be filled by the Board with resources from within the organisation?
Participant: Absolutely could be. But it’s about showing that there’s some return on investment. You know, Ophthalmology is a department that earns money. Maternity is a department that earns money. Patient Safety isn’t a department that earns money. We save money. It’s quite difficult. (Senior manager, partner trust)

Interorganisational features
Interviewees were generally positive about participating in the collaborative identifying interorganisational...
learning and sharing as key motivating factors to ongoing participation. Through observation of learning sessions, it was apparent that teams were proud of their achievements and showcasing these successes was an important incentive.

… we do not have many resources, but we have embraced learning and driven the patient safety work in our trust. I am sure others can do the same and if they come to appreciate that from seeing our achievements, that can only be a positive thing. (Nurse, partner trust)

Some interviewees suggested that the reputation of the collaborative was a significant reason for trusts to join. The Patient Safety Collaborative team members described their perceived successes and challenges relevant to ongoing motivation of the collaborative participants. Raising awareness of AKI and sepsis and information sharing across the collaborative through the use of emails, social media, webinars, teleconferences and learning sessions were viewed as a key success. Also mentioned, was facilitating the understanding of the benefits of sustained quality improvement approaches on health outcomes.

Sustaining engagement with the collaborative was viewed as a significant challenge and was thought to be because of intraorganisational issues such as staff turnover or dwindling resources. Patient Safety Collaborative team members also identified two key learnings: (1) in some cases, they had not fully explored and understood the factors affecting individual trust engagement and (2) they had not assessed the readiness of some organisations to effectively participate in the collaborative. Nonetheless, through observations it was apparent that even if reasons for less engagement were known, the Patient Safety Collaborative team struggled to achieve consensus on how best to support the relevant trust teams to overcome these factors, potentially affecting their motivation.

The team are unsure of the best strategy to deal with less engaged trusts. There are suggestions that discussions should be held with the MD who maybe able to facilitate engagement. Others feel that this could be counter-productive and that teams should be gently encouraged to participate and supported where possible to do so. (ML field notes).

It just highlights how you can’t just brainwash an MD at a meeting and then rely on them for people to start coming and devolving time. So actually the Trusts that weren’t performing or coming or engaging, I think that was a reflection of us. (Patient Safety Collaborative team member)

**External factors**

Two emerging subthemes relating to the health system (context and system pressures) that may have affected motivation were identified as external factors. The context within which the collaborative operated was similar in all trusts. For example, imminent or recent inspections by the national regulator, the Care Quality Commission (CQC) was frequently cited as a reason for joining the collaborative. There was also heightened awareness around sepsis due to a national campaign advocating for improving its recognition and treatment and significant changes to National Institute of Clinical Excellence guidelines. Such high profile developments coupled with increased media scrutiny of several avoidable deaths were seen by interviewees as potential drivers for participation in the collaborative. Relevant to health system pressures, interviewees from the trusts expressed an ambivalence to minimal resource provision for patient safety, acknowledging that working within tight parameters was the norm within the context of the current healthcare environment in the UK, yet, participating in quality improvement was still possible.

You have to look at what resources you’ve got, and then how you can do what you need to within that…. in this climate, and in this organisation, I think we should be realistic, we have to work differently to achieve outcomes. (Doctor, partner trust)

**DISCUSSION**

The study has revealed three principal findings that provide important lessons for quality improvement programmes in the NHS. First, individuals can act as change agents, driving the quality improvement agenda at a local level. Second, inadequate board (medical director) engagement at trust level may affect motivation among team members. Finally, improvement collaboratives may have a key role in the UK healthcare system, as they promote shared learning and the formation of networks that are established on the premise of mutual experience and a common purpose. Following the completion of this collaborative programme, a deteriorating patient community of practice was formed as well as a focus on paediatric sepsis across the partner trusts in London. This is one such example of the potential legacy of improvement collaboratives.

A strength of this study was that the participatory approach to the evaluation made a positive contribution to the progression of the collaborative in terms of: the provision of operational support, mobilisation of current knowledge (from the academic literature) as well as sharing newly generated knowledge to assist the programme in meeting its objectives and the sharing of information to connect different components of the programme. An in-depth focus on two trust teams was a trade-off for more generalisable findings. Nonetheless, one of these teams was representative of most of the collaborative members in terms of its intraorganisational features. Moreover, the in-depth participatory approach enabled the researcher to generate findings and insights on the motivation of individuals within a patient safety team which may be transferable to similar settings in NHS trusts. An additional limitation was that of the in-residence model whereby sometimes it was
challenging for the researcher to maintain objectivity with fellow team members as participants in the evaluation. This was minimised by the researcher regularly discussing findings with independent academic colleagues. Furthermore, participatory approaches acknowledge the importance of including individuals familiar with a programme or service, providing a context for findings and enabling learning through the process of evaluation.25

Most studies in this field have used a summative approach to evaluate the effectiveness of an improvement collaborative as an intervention to improve patient outcomes. In contrast, this study provides a novel approach, using a qualitative and formative evaluation with a researcher embedded in an improvement collaborative. This approach has revealed some key aspects of the ‘black box’ that exists in terms of understanding ‘how’ and ‘why’ a collaborative is effective through focussing on motivation at the level of the individual and organisation. Yet, it has not established the effect of motivation within this Patient Safety Collaborative on patient outcomes for AKI and/or sepsis.

Three key aspects of embedded research identified from a recent review of the role of embedded research in quality improvement programmes26 have been identified as relevant to this evaluation: (1) the researcher became a key member of the Patient Safety Collaborative team playing an operational and evaluative role, (2) important working relationships with staff were developed and (3) knowledge was coproduced through partnership working with the evaluation committee. These aspects were especially pertinent to an embedded researcher working as a member of an organisation in an improvement collaborative whereby the implementation of the improvement methodology and its perceived impact required ‘real-time’ feedback from collaborative members to enable the host team to adapt and improve its processes, directed toward encouraging the teams to learn and share from each other. In this study, we have highlighted some of the experiences of an in-residence researcher in a service or programme that have also been described elsewhere.27 However, it is challenging to fully assess and attribute change to the role of the researcher on the progress of this collaborative and its outcomes. There is scope for further exploration of this aspect in future studies using the researcher-in-residence model.

This study has important implications for clinicians and managers planning and implementing quality improvement programmes in NHS organisations as well for those agencies involved in hosting such initiatives. At the individual level, career advancement and personal achievement provide organisations with a focus for incentivising clinician participation in quality improvement as is the case with junior doctors in this evaluation whose recruitment to such initiatives may enhance organisational systems and develop medical professionalism.28 The individual perception of the term ‘quality improvement’ also influenced motivation and caused confusion among some, acting as a potential barrier to motivation. The evaluation suggests that reframing quality improvement for clinicians, as a series of marginal gains, whereby the immediate discernible and small-scale benefits are perceived as acceptable, may encourage participation in improvement programmes. It is rare to achieve the dramatic scale of improvement seen in the much cited ‘Matching Michigan’ study.29

The findings also highlight important external factors (over which the collaborative teams had little control) that influence motivation and the ability of teams to engage, potentially negatively affecting other members of the collaborative network.30 Research has suggested that existing organisational culture can be superseded by sufficiently empowered managers and clinicians, similar to the champions of this collaborative, who emerged from trusts where an improvement culture was not apparent.31 Armenakis et al suggest that to institutionalise permanent change, change agents require credibility within their organisation.32 In this collaborative, ‘champions’ were senior clinical staff who had demonstrated a desire to lead an improvement programme. The Patient Safety Collaborative team successfully harnessed the inherent motivation of these individuals resulting in spread and adoption of several ‘champions’ inspired approaches to patient safety across the collaborative.

The ‘all share, all learn’ approach of the Patient Safety Collaborative team has revealed some of the potential benefits of a non-hierarchical network, such as promoting togetherness among teams, providing reassurance, trust and a common purpose,33 which is especially pertinent at a time when pervasive health system pressures are affecting workforce motivation.34 The study findings suggest that the collaborative was integral in raising awareness and facilitating the improvement of local level clinical processes for AKI and sepsis. The reputation of the Patient Safety Collaborative host organisation was identified as a means of gaining recognition with trust boards, the CQC and other clinicians. Hence, there is a potential gap for improvement collaboratives to bridge in the healthcare system in England, in building capability and capacity and motivating individuals to participate in quality improvement, especially in organisations that have neither the resource or volition.

The NHS trusts in this improvement collaborative demonstrated different levels of readiness despite facing similar challenges relating to their intraorganisational features. This was in part associated with the engagement of trust boards, which demonstrated an initial interest in participating in the collaborative by signing a contract agreement with the host organisation, but, in some cases this failed to develop into a sustained commitment and may have been overtaken by other priorities. Using a bottom-up approach, involving front-line clinicians from the outset, may facilitate the continued engagement of organisations in an improvement collaborative. Additionally, other intraorganisational features such as a lack of support and resources are prominent in this evaluation and affect motivation. Nevertheless, some interviewees mentioned that carrying out quality improvement work in addition to providing routine care within existing resource parameters was acceptable and achievable. A recent King’s fund report suggested that trusts and individuals should be pursing approaches to
continuously improve the quality of care despite a lack of resources.\textsuperscript{35}

The host organisation in this improvement collaborative is one of several Academic Health Science Networks across England involved in building improvement capacity and capability within their partnership of NHS trusts. This raises a question of whether it is the responsibility of individual NHS organisations themselves to allocate resources for improvement initiatives or whether it is the role of an external organisation. The host organisation’s role is to develop programme aims, disease-specific measures and tools as well as to facilitate and provide technical support but in this study, they acted as a proxy quality improvement team for some of the NHS organisations. This is a significant challenge for external organisations as they try to find a role within a healthcare system while acting as enablers for their partners. This study should initiate further discussion and examination of the role of organisations such as Academic Health Science Networks that may provide significant support for quality improvement to individual NHS trusts.
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